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A comprehensive theoretical and numerical study oj the influence oj surface roughness
oj elastic particles in water on the scattering oj ultrasonic waves has been carried out. For
near spherical shape oj the particles and with small rms-roughness heights a perturbation
method has been developed. In this method the first-order perturbation contribution predicts
the contribution to the incoherently scattered acoustic field due to surjace roughness, and the
second-order perturbation contribution predicts the change in the coherent field and will
satisfy the requirement oj energy conservation. The second-order perturbation contribution is
evaluated using the concept oj form function, while the first-order perturbation to the total
scattered acoustic field is evaluated using the scattering cross-section. As a junction oj the
ka-value and jor different rms-roughness heights a numerical study oj the jorward and
backward scattering from rough, elastic particles has been carried out and a substantial
roughness influence on the scattered field has been verified. Same experimental results from
measurements oj scattering jrom glass and cast iron spheres have given evidence to the
numerical predictions.

INTRODUCTION

While the Kirchhoff approximation is frequently applied to the calculation of the
scattering from a randomly rough surface [l], seattering of pIane waves from certain
geometries likefor instance a sphere can only be calculated using the Kirchhoff
approximation by small parts of the spherical surface due to nearly grazing angIe of incidence
on most of the surface of the sphere. A better candidate for the scattering calculation, also
when the rms-roughness is smalI, is the use of a perturbation procedure. That an analyticaI
solution [2] already exists to the scattering of plane waves from smooth spheres also points at
an appIication of a perturbation solution.
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Since Faran's work on seattering of pIane acoustic waves by elastic smooth spheres severaI
other approaches to the scattering problems by spheres have been worked out Iike the use of
the concept of form function [3 - 4] and the use of the resonance scattering theory [5 - 8].
WhiIe several studies of scattering by rough, planar interfaces have been performed over
re cent years [9], onIy a few studies have been carried out of the scattering from rough, non-
planar, elastic objects [19 -11]. AIso a study [12] on scattering by rough spheres having
Dirichlet boundary conditions using the null field method has been reported.

The problem to be studied in this paper originates from an investigation of the scattering
of sound from sediment particles being transported by the flow near the seabed in an attempt
to measure the sediment concentration and its variation from the seabed and up through the
water coIumn. This study formed a part of an EU-funded project [13] and it formed partIy a
basis for a Ph.D. study reported in [14]. Based on the resonance scattering theory for elastic
spheres with smooth surfaces and the perturbation theory for the seattering from planar rough
surfaces, the scattering of pIane acoustic waves from single eIastic spheres with rough
surfaces are discussed in this paper.

l. SPHERES WITH SMOOTH SURFACES

A pIane acoustic wave Pinc incident on a sphere along the z-axis, see Figure l, may be
expressed by [2] as:

PitIe= Poexp(iKz) = Poexp(iKRcose) = Po1J2n+ l)/'J" (KR)p,lcose) (1)

where P; is the amplitude of the incident wave, K = 2nf/c is the acoustic wavenumber and c is
the velocity of sound in the surrounding fluid,jis the frequency of the incident wave,jn is the
nth-order spherical BesseI function, and p,lcose) is the nth-order Legendre polynomial. No
dependence on the angIe ({J should be considered due to symmetry. And the outgoing scattered
wave psc may be written as:

Psc = PoI,cnO,,(KR) + iy,lKR)}Pn(cose) (2)

where Yn is the nth-order spherical Neumann function, and c; is an unknown coefficient for
the nth-partial wave to be determined through the boundary conditions. These boundary
conditions are:

l. The pressure in the surrounding fluid (Pi"e+ Ps,) must at the surface of the sphere be
equal to the normal component ofthe stress (O"Rwin the sphere.

2. The normal component of displacement (UR.inc + UR. s,) in the fluid must at the surface
of the sphere be equaI to the normaI component of displacement in the sphere (uw·

3. The tangentiaI components of the stress in the sphere (O"RO, O"Rrp) must vanish.

Using these boundary conditions, the Cn in (2) may be derived, and for a large distance
R from the seattering sphere the seattered wave field may be described by:

r; ={(Poexp(iKR)} /(KR)I,(2n+ 1)sin1Jne-1I1Pn(cose) (3)

which may be expressed by eform function.fs; defined by [3]:

Psc = (Poafooexp(iKR)} /(2R) (4)
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where

foo = -(2/Ka}lj2n+ 1)sin17/le-i1p/l(cose) (5)

where a is the radiu s of the sphere, and where 17/lis the phase shift of the nth scattered partial
wave [2, 3]. The form function(5) may be divided into contributions from a rigid mobile
sphere and contributions from natural vibrations of an elastic sphere [4].

2. SPHERES WITH ROUGH SURFACES

When roughnesses are present on the surface of a sphere, and if the roughness height is
small compared with the incident wavelength and the mean slope of the rough surface is small
compared with unity, i.e.

K!ś(6,<p)!«1 (6)

and

where ś(6,<p) demotes the wave height of the surface roughness of the sphere, then the
perturbation theory can be used for a study of seattering of acoustic waves from the surface
roughness [15]. And the whole scattered field is then composed by contributions from the
following sources:

l. A rigid mobile sphere (prsc)
2. The natural vibrations of an elastic sphere (pesc)
3. The surface roughness of the sphere (p(sc)

As shown in [14] the first-order perturbation contribution can be used to predict the
change in the incoherently scattered acoustic field due to the effects of the surface roughness,
and the second-order perturbation contribution can be used to predict the change in the
coherent field due to the effects of the surface roughness while aIso satisfying the requirement
of energy conservation.

Two assumptions forming the basis for the use of the perturbation method for the
scattering from a rough sphere may, when the reference surface is the surface of a smooth
sphere R = a, be written as:

1. The value of each field quantity on the rough surface of the sphere can be expanded
into Taylor series with respect to the reference surface as:

f(Rs, e,cp)=f(a, e, cp)+(f' (a, e, cp)+((212)f" (a, e,cp)+ ..., Rs=a+((e,cp), (8)

where (Rs,e,cp) denotes a point on the rough sphere surface, (a,e,cp) represents a point on the
reference surface, and the prime denote derivatives with respect to R.

2. The scattered field is composed of several term s as:

Psc/R, e,cp)=psc,o(R,e, cp)+Psc,J(R,e, cp)+Psc,J(R, e,cp)+ ... (9)
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All other field quantities, i.e. displacement and stress in the sphere, are assumed to be
undisturbed by the presence of the surface roughness. The boundary conditions for the
seattering by the smooth sphere may now be rewritten to include the effects of the roughness,
thus leading to new and effective boundary conditions for the rough sphere seattering
expressed by:

Psc.a(R) = -((JRR(R) + Pinc(R)}, at R =a (10)

Psc./(R) = -({p 'inc(R) + p 'sc.a(R)}, at R=a (11)

psc.2 = (C;/2){P"inc(R) + P "sc.a(R)}, at R=a (12)

where it has been assumed, that the derivatives of (JRRwith respect to R are small enough to be
ignored. The three effective boundary conditions (10) - (12) show:

l. When psc.a is used for the initially seattered field, the results for the seattering by a
smooth elastic sphere will be obtained.

2. When Psc.l is used for the initially seattered field, the first-order perturbation
corrections (i.e. the change in the incoherent field) to the seattering from a rough
elastic sphere will be obtained.

3. When psc.2 is used for the initially seattered field, the second-order perturbation
corrections (i.e. the change in the coherent field) to the total field scattered from a
rough elastic sphere will be obtained.

When using the boundary conditions (10) - (12) together with Helmholtz' integral
equation, the first-order perturbation correction to the field seattered by a rough elastic sphere
may be expressed by:

where the double primes denote the second derivative with respect to R, R and R; are the
vectors to the field point and the point on the surface of the sphere, respectively. The
integration is carried out over the whole reference surface Sa. The half-space Greens function
on the reference surface is given by:

G*(R,Ro) = exp(iKIR - RoW27rIR - Roi (14)

By use of the effective boundary conditions and of Helmholts integral equation, the
second-order perturbation corrections (the coherent part) to the total acoustic field seattered
by a rough elastic sphere may be expressed by:

where F3 and F4 are expressed by:
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where h dcnotes the rms-roughness height, 1]" is a phase angle and P; is the amplitude of the
incident field.

The second-order perturbation corrections to the total seattered acoustic field (15) may
also be expressed in terms of the form function f",sc,2given by:

( ,{' sc2<Psc,2\R» = PoaJoo' exp(iKR)/(2R) (18)
with

For a backscattering geometry, i.e. for e = 7[, sine = Oand cose = -1, the form function
may be written as:

f", = -2(Kal''Ll2n+ I)(-I/sin1]n(exp(-i1]rJ)(exp(-D/ K2h2) (20)

where D/ is given by:

The last term in (20), exp(-D/K2h2), represents the contribution of the surface
roughness to the seattered field, while the other terms in (20) represents the backscattering
form function for a smooth sphere.

The total seattered acoustic field by a rough elastic sphere, consisting of the first- and
second-order perturbation contributions to be added to the scattered field from a smooth
elastic sphere, may now be written as:

psc =Pst' + Ps/ + Ps/ (21)

where the first two terms in (21) denote the reflection from a rigid, smooth sphere and the
resonance vibration due to elasticity of the sphere, respectively. These two terms describe
together the seattered field from a smooth, elastic sphere, and they constitute the oth -order
result for the seattering from a rough, elastic sphere. The last term in (21) is the contribution
of the sphere's surface roughness to the total seattered field, and it consists of the sum of the
first- and the second-order perturbation contributions.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Numerical calculations of the backscatter form function for a smooth and a rough cast
iron ball in water and for the seattering directivity pattems have been carried out [14] for the
following data: Water density: 998 kg/nr'; Sound velocity in water: 1,496 mis; Cast iron
density: 7,200 kg/nr', Cast iron shear velocity: 2,690 m/s; Cast iron longitudinal velocity:
4,990 mis.
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Figure l
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Figure 1 (a) shows the backscattering form function as a function of the Ka-values for a
smooth, massive cast iron ball in water. This backscattering form function receives
contributions from the rigid mobile ball, figure 1 (b), and from the elastic vibrations of the
smooth, massive cast iron ball, figure 1 (c). The superposition of the solutions, figures 1 (b)
and 1 (c), forms the solution given in figure 1 (a). While the backscatter form function
approaches unity for high Ka-values for the rigid mobile ball, showing that the reflection of
piane waves from a very large rigid ball will behave like the reflection from a rigid wall, the
resonance nature of the backscattering from the massive, elastic cast iron bali may clearly be
seen.
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Figure 2 shows the backscattering form function as a function of the Ka-values for a
rough, massive cast iron ball for various rms surface roughness heights h measured relative to
the radiu s a of the smooth surface cast iron balI. The solid line describes the backscattering
form function for a smooth surface. As the backscatter-ring form function in figure 2 is a
function of the frequency - via dependence on the wave number K - the Kh-value will also
change with frequency. This means that for increasing Ku-values (a bcing fixed), the effective
roughness of the ball surface will show an apparent increase. This explains why for some Ka-
values the form function for a rough ball is smaller than for a smooth ball, while for other Ka-
values the form function has higher values than for a smooth balI.
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Figurc 3 shows thc dircctivity patterns for the scattering from a rough, massive elastic
cast iron ball for Ka = l and Ka = 3, and for different rms-roughness heights h. The solid line
describes the directivity patterns for the scattering from a smooth, massive elastic cast iron
ball, and the other curves describes the directivity patterns for various h/a-values. For Ka = l
the contributions to the directivity patterns are small, and vary with the scattering angle. In the
forward and backward directions the influence of the roughness on the scattered field is
higher than in certain other angles, In most directions the roughness increases the scattered
field amplitude, showing that the requirement of energy preservation is not perfectly satisfied
due to this adaptation of the perturbation procedure to the special shape of a balI. Figure 3
aIso shows for Ka = 3, that a stronger influence of the roughness shall be expected for high er
Ka-values, in particular in the forward direction.

4. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND COMPARISON WITH THEORY

The backscattering measurements from a smooth and a rough cast iron ball, both of a
diameter on 25 mm, were carried out in the frequency range of 200 - 800 kHz, using single
cycle pulses. A calibration of the experimental set-up was performed measuring the scattering
directivity and the backscattering amplitude from a stainless steel ball with a smooth surface
and comparing the experimental data with theoretical/numerical values already available.
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Figure 4

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the measured and calculated form functions for
backscattering from a smooth, massive cast iron balI. A go od agreement between the
measured and calculated data is in general obtained, but the fact that the cast iron ball surface
is not perfectly smooth has an influence on the agreement at certain Ka = values.
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Figure 5 shows the influence of the cast iron balI roughness on the backscattering form
function. The comparison between the measured form functions for backscattering from a
smooth (the solid line) and a rough (the star line) cast iron balI shows that the rough surface
leads to lower backscattering form function values than a smooth surface, and it also shows
that the characteristic resonance structure is "smoothed-out" from the smooth to the rough
surface.
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Figure 6 shows, finally, a comparison between the calculated and the measured form
function for backscattering from a rough, massive elastic cast iron ball of 25 mm in diameter.
The a very good agreement between the theoretical/numerical values (the solid line) and the
measured data (the star values), in particular for lower Ka-values, gives evidence to the
applicability of the perturbation method for calculation of the scattering from rough, massive
elastic spheres.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A second-order perturbation solution for scattering by elastic spheres with rough
surfaces has been established, numerical results have been presented and experimental
verification of the applicability of the perturbation solution has been obtained. It has been
shown that the influence of the surface roughness on the backscattered field is a decrease in
the amplitude of the form function, mainly being caused by the coherently scattered acoustic
energy, and a smoothing out of the resonance structure of the form function, mainly being
caused by the incoherently scattered energy. The investigations also showed that as long as
the Kh-values are small such that the perturbation theory is applicable, the higher the Ka-
values, the better the prediction becomes of the seattered acoustic field from a rough, elastic
sphere using the approach presented in this paper.
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